Title: Road to Wi-Fi

Genre: Comedy-Drama

Logline: In remote Alaska, a friendless twelve-year-old gets an email
from her supposedly dead father but, before she can reply, the town’s
internet crashes. She gathers a group of kids to steal an RV, head to the
city and reclaim their Wi-Fi before getting caught by their parents.
Synopsis: In Happy Valley, a tiny Alaskan village, lonely kids dream of
the world they see on their Smartphones. When Lucia (12), Wikipedia
worm and outcast, receives an e-mail from her supposedly dead father
revealing he is in Anchorage, she is ecstatic. But just as she rushes to
reply, the local internet pole gets hit by an RV and the Wi-Fi crashes.
Wronged by lying mom and with no means of contacting dad, Lucia puts
together a team of internet-craving kids for the plan she has in mind.
MATT (parent-pleaser with a due math camp application), DIRK (deaf
and with an online crush) and MONIQUE (Florida girl and social media
addict) join Lucia to steal an RV and hit the road in search of Wi-Fi.
Lucia can’t read paper maps, no-one understands Dirk, hostage RVowner ALDO is tied up in the bathroom and Monique really needs to
pee. With no luck nearby and much arguing, they head to Anchorage.
After teaming up to steal gas, the kids start to get friendly, even with
Aldo, who agrees to help Lucia when she reveals her dad’s e-mail. But
when the team encounters a hungry bear, Aldo stays behind in order to
save the kids. With only 10 miles to go, the kids get caught by their
parents and are taken to a motel to wait out a snowstorm. Lucia’s mom
warns her about her dad and they get into a fight. With hope lost, Aldo
reappears to the rescue in a dog sled and the kids sneak out while their
parents are asleep. They get to Anchorage and the Wi-Fi is back! Lucia
e-mails her dad and sets up a place to meet. Dirk tells his crush he is
deaf; Matt applies for Masterchef instead; and Monique is living in the
moment. Lucia waits for her dad but he is a no-show. Still, the gang is
there to cheer her up – they are the missing piece of family she needed.
Once back to Happy Valley, the kids meet up every Tuesday (Wi-Fi off).

